EDIE

Make room for style, and a lot of seating with our Edie Sectional. A collared back, track top arms and crisp welt detail add sophistication to Edie’s plush ComfortCore® cushions and tapered wood legs; but don’t be fooled, this modular masterpiece is all about comfort. Introducing duo™ by La-Z-Boy®. A revolutionary new line of sofas, sectionals, loveseats and chairs, duo™ combines high-end style with the unexpected power to recline. Plus, relax and recharge with built-in USB ports. Family time just got a lot more fun. Discover the new look of reclining comfort with duo™.

9DP-897
LEFT ARM SITTING
POWER RECLINING
LOVESEAT

9EP-897
RIGHT ARM SITTING
POWER RECLINING
LOVESEAT

9CC-897
CORNER UNIT

90M-897
ARMLESS MIDDLE

92P-897
RECLINING 2 SEAT SOFA
39" H X 81.5" W X 42" D

95P-897
RECLINING
CHAIR-AND-A-HALF
39" H X 46.5" W X 42" D
Choose an arrangement shown below or create the one that suits your home.

Choose from the following arrangements:

- **90P-897**
  - **Left Arm Sitting Power Reclining Loveseat**
  - 39" H x 76.5" W x 42" D

- **9EP-897**
  - **Right Arm Sitting Power Reclining Loveseat**
  - 39" H x 76.5" W x 42" D

- **9CC-897**
  - **Corner**
  - 39" H x 58" W x 41.5" D

- **90M-897**
  - **Armless Chair**
  - 39" H x 36.5" W x 42" D

La-Z-Boy products are hand-crafted and variations from standard dimensions and appearance can occur.

Connect with us:

La-z-boy.com